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Two Left In A U S G Presidential Race

State News Staff Writer

The Michigan University System has decided to run as a second-choice candidate in the presidential election. The University is considering operating a bus service, "a different line of thinking," chairman of the Democratic party is considering operating a bus service. "The University will operate it," he said. "It will take care of the students and faculty and will still be in the running.

LBJ Sees

Hope in

Talks

Washington and Tokyo said Thursday that the University System would not run as a second-choice candidate in the presidential election. The University is considering operating a bus service, "a different line of thinking," chairman of the Democratic party is considering operating a bus service. "The University will operate it," he said. "It will take care of the students and faculty and will still be in the running.

Bob Milne

Ruled

Ineligible

Wingo Cancels

Bid For Office

Today's election for the Michigan University System will be held as a second-choice candidate in the presidential election. The University is considering operating a bus service, "a different line of thinking," chairman of the Democratic party is considering operating a bus service. "The University will operate it," he said. "It will take care of the students and faculty and will still be in the running.

Ex-Peace Corpsman

Claims

Organization Lacks Policy

The U.S. News Staff Writer

The Michigan University System has decided to run as a second-choice candidate in the presidential election. The University is considering operating a bus service, "a different line of thinking," chairman of the Democratic party is considering operating a bus service. "The University will operate it," he said. "It will take care of the students and faculty and will still be in the running.

San Francisco Currents

Washington and Tokyo said Thursday that the University System would not run as a second-choice candidate in the presidential election. The University is considering operating a bus service, "a different line of thinking," chairman of the Democratic party is considering operating a bus service. "The University will operate it," he said. "It will take care of the students and faculty and will still be in the running.

Baez Will Sing

At Civic Center

At Civic Center

The University is considering operating a bus service, "a different line of thinking," chairman of the Democratic party is considering operating a bus service. "The University will operate it," he said. "It will take care of the students and faculty and will still be in the running.

Weather

Cloudy and windy today. Highs near 70, Winds 10-15 mph.
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AUSG Platforms

Robert G. Harris

Robert G. Harris, Bryum, a member of the first All-University Student Government, is being challenged in the primary election by junior, Paul J. Lindquist.

The major issue of this campaign is the need for a solution to the problems of the All-University Student Government. Harris believes that the present system is not effective and that a new system should be established.

Harris proposes the following changes:

1. A new constitution and bylaws should be written by a committee appointed by the executive council.
2. The executive council should be abolished and replaced by an elected president and vice-president.
3. The standing committees should be abolished and replaced by a system of representative councils.
4. The student senate should be abolished and replaced by a system of representative councils.
5. The budget committee should be abolished and replaced by a system of representative councils.
6. The All-University Student Government should be reorganized into a system of representative councils.

These changes would result in a more effective and efficient system of government at Michigan State University.

Letter To The Editor

Winds Of Change

Dear Editor:

The political climate of today is characterized by a desire for change. The old ways of doing things are no longer acceptable, and people are demanding new and different methods of solving problems.

In Michigan State University, we are experiencing a similar desire for change. The old methods of student government are no longer adequate, and there is a need for a new system of government.

The All-University Student Government (AUSG) is currently being challenged by a new candidate, Robert G. Harris. Harris is advocating for a new system of government, which he believes would be more effective and efficient.

I support Robert G. Harris and his proposed changes to the AUSG. His ideas are innovative and his approach is refreshing.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Letter To The Editor

Poverty, Prejudice Related Problems

By SUE JACOBY

World News

The United States is experiencing a growing problem of poverty and racial prejudice. The federal government has taken steps to address these issues, but much more needs to be done.

The federal government has implemented various programs to combat poverty, such as the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program and the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program. However, these programs are not sufficient to address the root causes of poverty.

Prejudice against minorities is also a significant problem in the United States. The government has taken steps to address this issue, such as the implementation of affirmative action programs and the creation of the Civil Rights Division within the Department of Justice. However, much more needs to be done to combat prejudice.

In conclusion, the United States is facing a growing problem of poverty and racial prejudice. The federal government has taken steps to address these issues, but much more needs to be done to combat these problems.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]
France Balks In Vote

MANILA, April 16—Seven of the
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Meet Views Relations

A conference on the implementation of the school prayer decision will be held today in East Lansing.

The conference is sponsored jointly by the Foreign Relations Project, the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools and the NEA, which will provide attendance for the conference.

Four Rooms Planned For Little MSU

Four rooms will be added to the Little Village School, which has been approved by the East Lansing Board of Education.

The rooms are being constructed to accommodate an increase in enrollment, due to two more grades to be added to the present two grades.

Approximately 30 per cent of the 250,000 cost will be paid by the University. This portion of the cost will be covered by the MSU School of Business.

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan
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I AM

The HARDEST WORKING
The BEST QUALIFIED
The MOST EXPERIENCED
The MOSTABLE
The BEST LOOKING

Candidate for Sophomore

Vice-President

and

I want the opportunity to serve my classmates... and

I know that all the above statements are true... my mother told me so!

ELECT

DAVE "LOUIE" BENDER

for Sophomore

VICE PRESIDENT

remember

Don't Disappoint

Mom...
**Story Spring Bargain Days**

**Where The April Action Is**

**VW SOLD ON THE FIRST CALL**

**Placement Bureau**

April 20, 21, 22

Mishawaka, Indiana (IN). (IN) errors might be expected in the operation of a motorcar, and that the errors are due to

**Pennsylvania**

- Industrial arts, wood or metal
- High school, high industrial arts, general education (B), junior and senior high school
- Special education (B), special education (M), special education (M), special education (M)
- Special education (B), special education (M), special education (M)
- Special education (B), special education (M), special education (M)

**Finding Jobs**

- Placement, institutional management (M)
- Placement, institutional management (M)
- Placement, institutional management (M)
- Placement, institutional management (M)
- Placement, institutional management (M)

**Wanted**

- Placement, institutional management (M)
- Placement, institutional management (M)
- Placement, institutional management (M)
- Placement, institutional management (M)
- Placement, institutional management (M)
**Former Bat Coach Kobs Discovers Robin Has Wings**

By JERRY HORTON

State News Sports Writer

Dick Roberts, the former coach of the Spartan baseball team, has announced that he has discovered a new star for the 1964 season. Roberts, who was fired from his coaching position last year, said that he had been checking on the progress of several promising young players and had found one who showed great promise. The player, whom Roberts has nicknamed "Wing," has been playing for a local amateur team and has shown remarkable skill at the plate. Roberts believes that Wing has the potential to become one of the best batters in the country and has offered him a full scholarship to play for the Spartans next season.

Roberts said that he had been keeping an eye on Wing for some time and had been impressed by his hitting ability. "I've been watching this kid for a while now," Roberts said. "He's got a lot of power and can hit the ball all over the field."

Wing, who is 17 years old, said that he was thrilled to have been offered a scholarship. "I've always wanted to play for the Spartans," Wing said. "I'm really excited about this opportunity."
Detroit, Michigan, April 16, 1964

**Big 4’ State’s Answer To Big 10**

By DUANE LANCASTER

Spartan hurlers make big pitch in defense of the Big Ten in ten less innings of work. Collins has 1 / strike at 1.81, followed by Millard (2.44) and Collins (3.16). Krasnan, undefeated in two games is the workhorse of the corps.

However, the Spartans have an advantage over most pitching staffs—they don’t have to face booming Spartan bats.

The four hurlers have 7.6 batters a game, and opposing moundsmen have averaged 8.4 strike outs.

Another advantage is that Michigan State has given up 131 runs, 173 hits and has whiffed 19 in ten less innings of work. Collins has 1 / strike at 1.81, followed by Millard (2.44) and Collins (3.16).

Krasnan, undefeated in two games is the workhorse of the corps.

**SET YOUR SIGHTS!**

...on the finest donuts anywhere. Over 100 varieties to choose from. Don’t take our word for it. Stop in today. See and taste for yourself.

**DAWN DONUTS**

**SPORTSWEAR**

are wearing India MADRAS

...and we have a gigantic selection of colors, styles and sizes.

- Sport Jackets $19.98
- Light weight, high quality
- Sport Shirts $3.98 to $5.98
- Pull-over Parkas only $9.98

- Belts
- Bermudas
- Todd’s
- CENTRAL SHOPS
  - East Lansing
  - Northland
  - Detroit